Characterization of the N370S mutant of glucocerebrosidase by hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass spectrometry.
An asparagine-to-serine substitution at residue 370 (N370S) in glucocerebrosidase (GCase) is the most prevalent mutation leading to Gaucher's disease, the most common lysosomal storage disorder. Two types of hydrogen/deuterium exchange experiment coupled with proteolysis and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (HDX-MS) were used to investigate the dynamic properties and unfolding stability of wt, R495H, and N370S GCases in the presence and absence of ligands. R495H GCase is used for enzyme replacement therapy and is considered to be a wt surrogate, whereas N370S is the most prevalent mutation leading to Gaucher's disease. Time-course HDX experiments of the GCases were performed under near-physiological conditions to detect the protein's local unfolding motions at a submolecular level. In guanidine-titration experiments, HDX reactions were performed with various concentrations of a chemical denaturant to provide the global stability of the proteins. The two types of experiment showed that all three purified GCases, wt, R495H, and N370S, have virtually identical local unfolding motions and global stabilities in solution. Combined with previous X-ray crystallographic studies, which showed indistinguishable backbone conformations for N370S and R495H GCase mutants and very similar melting temperatures for the wt, R495H, and N370S mutants, all three GCases are likely to have virtually identical structural and dynamic properties in solution. The guanidine-titration experiments revealed that the pharmacological chaperone, isofagomine (IFG), interacts more weakly with the N370S mutant than with the R495H GCase; this is consistent with the higher IC(50) value of IFG against N370S than against R495H. The time-course experiments showed that IFG restricts the local unfolding motions of N370S in the same way as those of R495H when the ligand saturates the proteins.